The results in the following section show that the AIR importances under the null have zero mean and zero skewness, but with increasing variance and a dierent kind of kurtosis. Using usual parametric distributions like the normal, logistic or t seems non reliable. But we propose the use of a rank-based inverse normal transformation. We use a transformation method that allows the VIM to be gaussianized, i.e. transformed to a standard normal distribution. Assume the ranks corresponding to the VIMs are denoted by
R
1 < R 2 < . . . R N . Divide each R k by N + 1. This creates a distribution of scores lying between 0 and 1. If these scores are treated as percentile points under a normal distribution, it is possible to work backwards and determine the z scores corresponding to the amount of area under the normal curve lying below these points. Here we use the common rank-based INT transformation
proposed by Van der Waerden [1952] which entails creating a modied rank variable and then computing a new transformed value
where R k is the rank of AIR k and N is the sample size and Φ xForest
Instead of retting a new forest for every permutation as in Hapfelmeier and
Ulm [2013] , one could extend the original dataset with k row-wise permutations of and compute the AIR VIM and its corresponding null values inside the same forest. k was set to 100 as in the other permutation-based methods. Figure S6 shows that a certain amount of trees may be needed for the null distributions to be estimated with precision. This means that depending on the data structure a given number of trees is needed for the null distribution to have a large number of unique values, with small datasets needing a smaller number of trees. For small datasets convergence is obtained after 25 to 100 trees. For comparison and to avoid a suboptimal choice we used 5000 trees for all datasets, which is still 1/2 times the number of trees required by the permutation-based methods. 
